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Reviewed by Harry Clarke

n n H E  research for this book was financed by the Housing Industry Associa
tion, whose members have depended on migrants for selling almost half of 

.A . their housing output. Not surprisingly, the book supports high levels of 
immigration. My criticism of this book, however, stems not from any bias it dis
plays but from its low analytical level, which weakens the arguments advanced for its 
(often correct) conclusions.

The study seeks to ‘clarify the various arguments put by participants in recent 
immigration debates and to correct some of the false assertions and general mis
conceptions that so often arise’ (p. 2). It thus seeks to restrict attention to ‘argu
ments and evidence relating to impacts’ (p. 120). However, in interpreting impacts, 
theory is necessary.

Theory shows where potential problems from immigration arise. Extra people 
potentially provide a greater range of social and economic choices, so making a 
prima facie utilitarian case for a higher population. The limits to this ‘greater 
choice’ argument include the distributional effects of immigration in raising prop
erty incomes relative to wages, adverse selection of migrants seeking social security 
and health benefits, and wage/environmental distortions which imply that increased 
population will worsen external costs. There are also non-economic complications: 
residents may prefer cultural or racial uniformity to unrestricted diversity.

The first two chapters provide a background to Australian immigration and its 
demographic implications. This material is a useful compendium of up-to-date data 
and a good survey of basic issues. Political correctness intrudes in the discussion of 
ethnicity —  ‘how people perceive themselves’ being the ‘acceptable’ measure of 
ethnicity —  and also in references to multiculturalism and in implicit preferences 
for unlimited diversity in relation to mixed marriages.

The chapter on economics includes no references to trade theory or even to 
the notion that labour immigration is a globalising factor flow. In fact, ‘The results 
from which discussion is based derive predominantly from empirical rather than 
purely theoretical studies’ (p. 51). There are, however, informal and inadequate 
appeals to demand-generating immigration as an antidote to unemployment in 
markets with excess labour supply. In addition, the policy context chosen is 
whether immigration has good or bad effects; but the relevant issue concerns the 
types of migrants sought. Not even Pauline Hanson supports zero immigration!

The authors claim that empirical studies confirm that immigration does not 
cause unemployment. However, unemployment reduces expected wages; so dur
ing recessions immigration drops off. That high migration tends to be associated
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with low unemployment therefore does not imply the relationship suggested; and 
simple tests for reverse-causality do not avoid this difficulty. Immigration is not a 
useful antidote to unemployment with wage rigidity if increases in demand induced 
by immigration are financed by social security payments. Better then to spend so
cial security dollars in demand-creation for unemployed residents.

The authors refute claims about the impact of immigration on the current ac
count. However, why residents should care if migrants spend more than they earn 
initially by borrowing and widening the current account deficit remains unexplained. 
The supply effects on borrowing costs are negligible and the indebtedness of resi
dents does not change when immigrants borrow.

The effect of immigration on residents’ output per head is masked by standard 
national accounting procedures that fail to distinguish residents’ incomes from those 
accruing to migrants (see Clarke, 1997). That studies that fail to take this into ac
count suggest that per capita aggregate incomes respond positively though weakly to 
immigration implies, if anything, an understatement of gains from immigration —  
although die statistical basis for making any claim in this regard is dubious. Dis
tributional issues, which are far more important than efficiency issues here, are ig
nored in this study.

The lengthy chapter on environmental issues covers familiar terrain. Old falla
cies resurface and are routinely refuted. An important difficulty is that there is little 
relation between population and environmental quality; the latter depends on what 
people do, which reflects government policy and environmental attitudes. With 
good policy and social attitudes, a large population can be supported. Most of the 
environmental concerns raised in this chapter are real but irrelevant to immigration. 
The controversial proposal by Tim Flannery (1992) to educate migrants on the im
portance of Australian environmental issues and on the biodiversity value of Aus
tralia’s native flora and fauna is ignored.

In the chapter on the social implications of immigration, opinion polls diat re
veal that most Australians have long opposed high immigration levels are ignored, 
as is any suggestion that residents might not favour social decisions made by (or in
duced by) certain groups of migrants. For example, residents may not approve of 
the ethnic lobbies that have conditioned federal election outcomes for decades. 
Many Australians wish to assert their cultural (and economic) independence from 
Asia and would reject die ‘enrichment’ dieories propounded by some supporters of 
immigration. Some Australians resent the idea, beloved of multiculturalists, that 
Australia was an empty canvas without history or culture until recent migration pro
vided much-needed colour. What we are given in this chapter is die standard sup
port for pre-1996 immigration policies with cautionary critical asides. The authors 
claim, for example, that ghettos are not forming in Australia and diat even the areas 
of racial concentration that can be found are not as socially bad as those in the US; 
that some migrants are socially mobile while others are not; that some migrants 
draw extensively on social security but as they enter the country on humanitarian 
grounds this is understandable; that migrants might reduce social cohesion but diis 
also enriches society. I found the multiculturalist bent in this chapter tedious.
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In the conclusion, the authors try to deal with expectations of bias flowing from 
die book’s association with the Housing Industry Association by claiming that the 
study is concerned with evidence and not policy. But their conclusions —  that 
immigration does not increase unemployment but if anything it reduces it; that mi
grants bring in extra skills though these skills are sometimes not recognised; that 
migrants are not a drain on the public purse; that they increase Australian per cap
ita incomes and do not contribute much to environmental problems; that they do 
not reduce social cohesion or weaken Australia’s sense of identity —  are surely 
relevant to policy. Yet the authors’ insistence that they are value-free is unsatisfying 
given the role that this book will inevitably play in challenging the new approach to 
immigration pioneered by the Howard Coalition Government (well-surveyed by 
Birrell, 1997). More generally, is it appropriate to admit many migrants when un
employment is high? Is it sensible for migrants to settie in Sydney’s congested 
West when the environment there is inappropriately priced? Even if there are no 
ghettos in Australia, are the ethnic concentrations in Springvale and Cabramatta 
desirable? If unemployment among Vietnamese and Lebanese migrants is over 30 
per cent, is there not some suggestion that these groups, at least, are drawing more 
than average on social security? Most important, is it reasonable to have high im
migration when many Australian residents reveal they do not want this?

A selective immigration programme, recognising the value of Australian citizen
ship and the unique history and cultural values of the Australian people, can pro
vide a net economic and social advantage to Australia. This programme could be
come more liberal with labour market reform and an appropriately priced envi
ronment. The essential issue is how a selective programme can be based on com
munity views rather than social experiments. For distributional and employment 
reasons, the intake of unskilled migrants should be limited. Skilled migrants 
stimulate employment of unskilled residents and depress the wages of those who 
can best afford it. Moreover, Australia should aim to be an intelligent, resourceful 
society, not a dumping ground.

Australian residents as a whole should determine Australia’s immigration fu
ture, not solely the multicultural experts, the federal government, or those with a 
vested economic or ideological interest in high immigration.
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